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The new hit Cartoon Hangover series from the imagination of Adventure Time creator, Pendleton

Ward!POWER! RESPECT! Based on ADVENTURE TIME creator Pendleton Ward's brand new

animated series! Join Chris, Wallow, Beth and Danny, four 16-year-old heroes-for-hire, as they warp

from galaxy to galaxy, saving alien races with the power of their...emotions. They're noble, righteous

and totally bodacious! This new series of original comics based on the new Cartoon Hangover

series is sure to be a smash hit! This collection includes the first four issues, including the totally

boss backup stories!
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...but still enjoyable. Sure, it's the same characters and story but there are several differences

between this version and the web series. For one there is absolutely no video component to this

version of Bravest Warriors. Not even gifs. Just a bunch of still images? Image sets I guess?.Just

like video, audio was completely abandoned, using exclusively subtitles to tell the story.Probably the

most annoying change is that now instead of clicking to go to the next video (or image set in this

case) you have to MANUALLY lift one set up and the next set is underneath it. It's exhausting but

the load times are crazy fast so it's not all bad.I think all these changes work in a minimalist kind of

way though. I'd like to see more directors and youtubers embrace this kind of stripped down method

of film making.



After seeing how few ratings this product had, I felt obligated to make my voice heard. I am a

long-time fan of both Adventure Time and Bravest Warriors, and I absolutely loved this graphic

novel. It has the same quirky humor that is so characteristic of the series and combines it with

beautiful and vibrant artwork that stays true to the style of the animators. I will definitely continue to

purchase graphic novels from this series with confidence.

I just go this book, and I've read through about half of it. I really was excited about writing a great

review, then I saw the negative comments and the lack of comments.The book is for sure written for

adults, yet kept down enough to be accessible to teens. The writing is fantastic, and the humor is

odd on weird on purpose... and it works perfectly. This is by far my most favorite comic and I

actually purchased it for the art which is just as good.The first story alone is enough to pull you in to

the funkiness of its humor.Great purchase.

I went into this graphic novel fresh. My son is a fan of the series and I bought him the graphic novel

because he likes Adventure Time (who doesn't?). I haven't seen the web series yet, but it looked

interesting enough so I gave it a shot.First off, I really liked the presentation. The designer did a

really great job putting together a retro-ish style. Honestly that was my favorite part of the book. The

story was all over the place. Hey, the book is for kids so it's okay to be random? Question and

statement. It had a sort of ADD writing style that I noticed in Adventure Time (maybe copying or

tying too hard). Not saying that I'd rather a heavy pulp sci-fi novel, because that wasn't what I was

expecting. The story jumps around a lot in the beginning, but got better with the last issue (Note the

cupcakes.)Art wise it is what I was expecting. The characters aren't very detailed, but they are well

animated and pop from the page. I hate to keep making references to Adventure Time, but the

designs are obviously similar. The art really drove he story, even if the "stock action poses" were

used a little too often for my liking. The inclusion of a cover gallery was welcomed, mostly because

of how many variants there were!I'd say this was a 3.5 out of 5. My son would likely disagree and

rate it higher, but he can write his own dang review. =)Fair warning to parents out there, the book is

a bit violent and has mild sexual situations/references. The age rating should be 13+, so watch out if

you're expecting something for younger audiences.

It's of course a little different than the youtube show (All medium transitions are different) but I found

it to be enjoyable enough to have picked up the second book :)I really like how they have all of the



individual full-page artworks for the single issue comics in the back, so I don't have to run around

and collect those now just to see 'em!

I love the show Bravest Warriors and am looking forward to the season 3 release with much

anticipation... That being said, this graphic novel lacks the same spirit as the show. The writing

seems contrived and half-baked, and the plot lines aren't compelling in the least. I don't think I'm

even going to finish this book, let alone buying the next issue. Again, great show, meh graphic novel

series.

Well. If you dislike clowns...guess you're never getting into the Bravest Warriors comics. Cause this

opening does not spare you. The Bravest Warriors are sent to a planet of sad clowns, to battle

against Sadness. Sadness...the witch. Not, like, the embodiment of sadness, or the cause of

sadness (except as much as she can, being an evil witch). Just a powerful witch. And, well, things

get weirder than that. Bravest Warriors takes the random events of Adventure Time and just sets

them in a sci-fi universe. It's all a little unsettling, and a whole lot funny.Make sure to watch at least

the first season of the YouTube series, first. Perhaps the second, as well, though the second does

little for the plot here. You mainly just need to get to know the characters, so you can accept that,

yes, things are that weird in the main release. I mean...this IS the series with a hologram projector in

their bathroom to entertain you while you poo. The comics live up to that weirdness.Catbug

continues to be a delight.
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